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ON UNIFORMLY AMENABLE GROUPS

JANUSZ WYSOCZÁNSKI

ABSTRACT. We consider the conditions of the uniform amenability of discrete

groups. The equivalence of the uniform Folner and Kesten conditions is proved.

Also an example of the group which is amenable but not uniformly amenable

is given.

1. Introduction. There are many well-known characterizations of amenable

groups. We consider in this paper two of them given by E. F0lner [2] and H. Kesten

[9]. The relationships between these conditions of amenability were considered by

V. A. Kaimanovich and V. M. Vershik [6] in the context of random walks on groups.

Some properties related to amenability for discrete groups were introduced by

M. Bozejko [1] and G. Keller [7]. They called the discrete amenable group G

uniformly amenable if there exists a function a: (0,1) x N —* N such that for every

finite subset A of the group G and every e G (0,1) there is a finite subset U of G

such that

1. |L/|<a(e,|A|) = ae(|A|),and

2. \AU\ < {l + e)\U\.
Here |A| is the cardinality of A and AU = {a ■ u: a £ A, u G U}. The above

condition will be called the uniform F0lner condition for G (UF(G)). Keller proved

that a group G is uniformly amenable if and only if any nonstandard model G* of

G is amenable. He used methods of nonstandard analysis. These methods are not

widely known and accepted. In this paper we give a simple combinatorial proof of

Keller's theorem (Lemmas 2 and 4) for ultrapowers of G. In fact, it follows that

a discrete group is uniformly amenable if and only if its ultrapower is uniformly

amenable.

M. Bozejko proposed to find an analogous uniform condition for the Kesten

condition (K(C7)):

For every finite symmetric subset A of the group G,

(*) \im{min{e)y/2n = \A\,
n

where m2n is the 2nth convolution power of the characteristic function m of A.

We will consider the uniform convergence in (*) with respect to the cardinality of

A. This will be called the uniform condition of Kesten (UK(G)). We prove in this

paper that the uniform F0lner and Kesten conditions are equivalent.

II. Ultrapowers. The filter F on the natural numbers N is the family of subsets

A,B,... of TV satisfying the following conditions:

1. A, B G F implies A n B G F.
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2. A G F, A C C for some C C N implies C G F.

If we denote by F the Fréchet filter consisting of cofinite subsets of N, then there

exists a maximal filter w on N containing F. This filter w is called an ultrafilter

and has a maximal property such that for all A C TV

AgW    if and only if   TV - A£w.

From this it follows that if E G w and E is the union of some disjoint sets V\,..., Vn,

then exactly one of them is an element of w.

Let G be a countable discrete group. One defines the ultrapower G* of G with

respect to w. If GN denotes the set consisting of sequences {gn)%Li, 9n G G, for

all n G TV, then GN is a group with multiplication defined by

(ffn) ■ (<?n) = (ffn ' ffn)-

Its subgroup /„; = {{gn): {n: gn = e} G w} is normal so one gets that the quotient

G* = GN/Iw is a group. G can be regarded as the subgroup of G* consisting of

constant (modulo /„,) sequences.

If we take a finite subset A* of G*, then its elements can be represented by

sequences (¡7*), {g2),_  Let us assume that |.4*| = k; then we can consider the

matrix {gn)^=1 k=1 whose columns are sequences {gn,g2,..., gk). One can choose

the representing sequences in such a way that

{n: card{gn,...,gk} = k} G w.

This follows by the induction on k:

Assume that we chose {gn), ■ ■ ■, (<?n_1) and denote

E= {n: cavd{gn,...,g^-1} = k-l},

E3 = {neE: gn = gk}.

The sets E3 are disjoint. If their union belongs to w, then exactly one of them (for

example Ei) is in w. Therefore, {gk) and (gn) must represent the same element of

A*. But this is not true. Thus, Ek = E - {Ei U • ■ • U Ek-i) belongs to w. This

means that gk ^ g3n for all n G Ek and j = 1,..., k — 1. We get

PROPOSITION 1. Any finite subset A* ofG* is an ultraproduct of the sequence

of finite subsets An of G with the same cardinality as A*.

On the other hand, if we take different sets An C G with |A„| = k for all n G TV,

then their ultraproduct A*, defined as

A*=   \T[An\lIw,

is a subset of G* consisting exactly of k elements.

III. Theorem. Recall that we consider the ultrapower G* of the discrete group

G with respect to the ultrafilter w, on the set TV of natural numbers, containing

the filter of cofinite subsets of TV.
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Lemma 1. UK(G) implies K(G*).

PROOF. Let us consider the subset A* of the group G* whose cardinality is k,

and assume that A* is an ultrapower of a sequence {An). Denote by vn (respectively

v) the characteristic function of the set An (respectively A), and by i>*r the rth

convolution power of vn. We can write

(**) C(«)=     53     *«ii-*ir(c)'        r-even,
xM,...,x,r

where

{ 0,        i/e.

Each summand in (**) is equal to 0 or 1; thus, for every r we can represent vnr{e)

as a sequence

tn{r) = (Sl,...,SfcO

with Sj G {0,1}. For fixed r G TV there is only a finite number of such sequences,

so we can decompose TV into a finite union of disjoint sets Ei,..., E¡ for which

n,k G E3 if and only if tn{r) — tk{r). The maximal property of w implies that

exactly one of E3's belongs to w. Therefore, the sequence

t{r) = {si,...,skr),

which corresponds to this set, is a representation of A* and

k'

v*r{e) = ^2s3,

¿=i

The lemma now follows.

LEMMA 2.  F(G*) implies UF(G).

PROOF. Let us consider a sequence {An), An C G, |An| = k, and let (£/„) be

the sequence whose elements are the F0lner sets for An with minimal cardinality

for fixed e:

1. |An-i/n|<(l + e)|/7n|;

2. if \An-Ün\ < (H-e)|t7n|, then \Un\ < \Un\.

Note that G as a subgroup of G* is amenable. Assume that

lim|f/n| = oo,
n

and denote by A* the ultraproduct of the sets An. Amenability of G* implies that

there exists a F0lner set U* for A*. This set is an ultraproduct of subsets Un of G

with \Un\ = \U*\. Thus Un is a F0lner set for An where n G E and E G w. So we

obtain

\Un\<\Un\ = \U*\    forne£,

which is impossible because of our assumption. Therefore, G is uniformly amenable.
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LEMMA 3.  UF(G) implies UK(G).

This is an easy consequence of Kaimanovich's Theorem 3 [5]: For every n G TV,

0<e<l, 0< A< 1,
Ms/1     ,,n   l~2e/h2

m2n{e) > (1 - h)n-—L—,
Ce

where Ue is a F0lner set for e and supp m.

REMARK. In fact, it follows that UF(G) implies

{min{e))1/2n -* |suppra|

uniformly with respect to all measures with support of the same cardinality.

Now we can prove the main

THEOREM. Let G be a discrete group; then G satisfies the uniform F0lner con-

dition if and only if G satisfies the uniform Kesten condition.

PROOF. Let us assume UK(G); then by Lemma 1, G* is amenable, and by

Lemma 2, the uniform F0lner condition for G holds. The opposite implication is

by Lemma 3. We call the group G uniformly amenable if one of the two conditions

holds for G.
To give a simple proof of Keller's theorem we need the following

LEMMA 4.   UF(G) impliesF{G*).

PROOF. Let us consider a subset A* in G* of cardinality k, which is an ultra-

product of some sets An C G of cardinality k. By the assumption we can find a

sequence (J7n) of F0lner sets for An:

\An ■ Un\ < {1 + e)\Un\,        \Un\<M;

e is fixed in (0,1). We numerate elements in An and Un:

An = {ain,---,akn}, Un = {Uln,Uin,...}-

Let us take two matrices {at3)k=1, °?x, {ui3)fil, °°x whose columns are sets An

and Un, respectively. If \Un\ < M, we can repeat one element of Un to fulfill the

nth column. Denote by Vr, r = 1,2,..., the sets with the following property: for

every n,k G Vr, ain • ujn = asn ■ utn if and only if a^ • ujk = ask ■ utk, where

1 < i, a < k, 1 < j, t < M.
These sets are disjoint and their union is the set TV of all natural numbers. It

follows that there is only a finite number (not greater than k ■ M) of different Vr's.

So exactly one of them is an element of ultrafilter w. Therefore,

\A*-U*\ < (l-r-e)-M

so G is amenable (even uniformly!).

IV. The example. We give an example of an amenable, but not uniformly

amenable, group. Let Gp be the group of 3 x 3 matrices of the form
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where x,y,z G Zp, p is prime, and Zp = {0,1,... ,p - 1} denotes the finite field

with the addition and multiplication modulo p. Taking two matrices

and the set Ap = {a,a_1,6,6-1}, we try to estimate m2p(e) {mip is the 2pth

convolution power of the characteristic function m of the set Ap). To do this we

need to estimate the number of possibilities that the element

can be written as the product

(***) e = xtl---xl2p

with Xj,,...,x%2 G Ap. If a (respectively a-1, b, 6_1) occurs in the product

(* * *) n, (respectively ni,mi,mi) times, then it necessarily must be (respectively

rii,mi,mi) times, then it necessarily must be

(i) m = n2 (modp),

(ii) mi = mi (modp), and

(iii) ni + n2 + mi + mi = 2p.

This follows because the considered product is the matrix of the form

1    n¡ + p — 1    ni z

0 1 mi + p — I    mi

0 0 1

Condition (i) is equivalent to

m = ni    or    |ni — ni\ = p    or    |ni — ni\ — 2p.

Similarily, (ii) is equivalent to

mi = rrti    or    |mi — mi\ = p   or    |mi — m2| = 2p.

If |ni — TZ2I = 2p, then by (iii) rii = 2p, ni — mi — mi = 0 or n2 = 2p,

m = mi = mi — 0; similarily in the case |mi — m2| = 2p. This gives at most four

representations of e:

a2p = e,    a~2p = e,    b2p = e,    b~2p = e.

If |ni — ri2| = p, then ni = ni + p or ni = n\ + p. We consider only the first case:

ni = ni + p. Then

2ri2 + p + mi + m2 = 2p,

2rii + mi + mi = p.

Now if |mi — m2| = p, then 2ri2 + 2mi = 0 or 2n2 + 2mi = 0, which is impossible

for n2 > 0. If ni = 0, then we obtain

mi + mi — p    and    |mi — m2|=p
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which has two solutions: mi = p, m2 = 0 and m¡ — 0, m2 = p. In these cases

the corresponding representations of e contain p times a (or a-) and p times ¿> (or

6_I). One can see that there are at most 4(2p) such representations. The case

|ni — 712I = p, mi = mi is impossible because p is prime. The last case is when

ni = n2 = n, mi — m2 — m, n + m = p. For every n, 1 < n < p — 1, we have

(2p) ' (2p« ") ' (2p-n™) representations of e of the form (* * *) in which a and a-1

occur n times, and b and £>-1 occur p — n times. So we obtain

/        \ p—1 /     \ 2

<2P+i/2p\

Thus, we obtain

lim(m2p(e))1/2p < v/8.
p

On the other hand, Gp is an amenable group, so

lim(m2r(e))1/2r = 4.
r

Therefore, if we define G = ® ime Gp, then we have that G is amenable but not

uniformly amenable because there is a sequence {Ap) of subsets of G with | Ap| =4

for which the uniform Kesten condition does not hold.

The author would like to thank Marek Bozejko for helpful discussions and propos-

ing the subject of this paper.
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